In 2014 several scientists received the Nobel prize for findings in the field of optical technologies. They are the champions among thousands of creative and very engaged scientists. All of them do research, publish and review other researcher's work. Most of that work is not rewarded with prizes, but it is this patient continuous work that makes prize-worthy research possible. And within the daily scientific business peer review is probably the most hidden part.
But nevertheless, peer review is a corner stone of the scientific process! It acts not only as a constant quality control of a publication, it also provides the author with valuable feedback. And looking at the daily business within a scientific journal it can be said, that in many cases, the comments of the peer reviewers have led to a substantial increase of the paper quality in the revision process. All this would not happen without the careful work of the reviewers.
To give all the reviewers of Advanced Optical Technology a public acknowledgment, we intend to publish the names of all 2014 reviewers in a special address from the publisher in AOT 1/2015. It will quote the names only, no affiliation and in particular, no relation to the articles they commented on. Still, we would like to give you the opportunity to keep your privacy, if needed. Please send us a short notice before Friday 23. January 2015 if you like to be excluded from the list.
Let's have a short look at the journal stats: The average processing time for a paper from submission to decision in AOT was 49 days. The average time reviewers needed for their work was 13 days (you should assume at least one revision for most papers). That's marvelous! There is no Noble prize for peer reviewing, but still, there is much reason to honor the reviewers. And there is much reason to express the cordial gratitude of the editorial team, since there would be no journal without this voluntary service. The work of the reviewers and the feedback from the community is a constant impetus for the editorial team to keep thinking of how we can improve the service and finally, how we can make this journal an even more valuable resource for the optics community.
In the following we publish a list of last years' reviewers of Advanced Optical Technologies to give them public recognition. It should be noted that the average time for an AOT review was 13 days in 2014. It helped us to improve the processing time from submission to decision to an average of 49 days. Essentially, this includes the time to find two reviewers, make a review, and find a first decision. In most cases, a revision and a second review plus decision is added.
Reviewers in Advanced Optical Technologies

New plans for 2015
First, we welcome to two new members to our Editorial board: Jan Burke (group leader "Geometrical Metrology", Bremen Institute of Applied Beam Technology, Bremen, Germany) and Andrew Rakich (European Southern Observatory, Division of Technology, Munich, Germany). Both have done a marvelous job as guest editors for the focus issue on "Optics for Astronomy" and we are very happy to have their engagement secured for the further development of Advanced Optical Technologies.
Then we would like to turn your attention to the topics AOT will focus on in 2015. A list of topics has been fixed and all authors are welcome to submit related papers for the following topics: -Microoptics It should be mentioned that these topics will be treated as the main content for the respective issues, but as you may already see in this issue, this is by no means a limitation. Beside the focus topics AOT intends to publish papers from all fields of applied optics in a separate section in each issue. Furthermore, we have developed the format of VIEWS papers, where people from the academic community as well as from industry can publish essential information that might not directly match the criteria of scientific publications. These are market reviews, interviews or even individual views on the development of topics relevant to the optics community. After all, it is a challenge and a great pleasure to develop this publication platform with the optics community in industry and academia. For further improvements we appreciate all kinds of feedback, please do not hesitate to contact us. You may contact us via email, our website www.degruyter.com/aot or through various social media.
We are looking forward to hearing from you! 
